Thanks to modern technology, it is always possible to work together over long distances without any
problems. You would think that meetings "face to face" have become or could become unnecessary. But
this is not the case, quite the contrary.
Meetings are irreplaceable.
While video chats, webinars and virtual conferences with several participants usually have a rigid
schedule and framework, a "real life" meeting can be paused at any time to allow everyone to catch a
head full of fresh air - or extended if the issues under discussion have not yet been satisfactorily clarified.
So despite all the modern technology, meetings are far from out of date, but for them to be successful, the
right conditions should be created. With us you will certainly have the best meetings!

Plexiglass separation for your
safety!

From September 2020, you can again hold
meetings with 100 people in the large hall “Lübeck”
of the Radisson Blu Senator Hotel. Our flexible
plexiglass partition walls offer you optimal
protection even during the conference.

Safe by a distance!
We have measured all meeting rooms in our Radisson Blu Senator Hotel and our Park Inn by
Radisson and guarantee a minimum distance of 1,5 metres. In almost all meeting rooms you can open
windows for air exchange or use our air conditioning with filters.

New and exclusive - the library!
In our Radisson Blu Senator Hotel our new library has been created. Perfectly equipped, you can hold a
meeting or have an exclusive dinner here in a uniquel setting. A maximum of 14 people can be seated at the
4,5 metre long solid wood table. The chandelier with 72 lights creates a special atmosphere. A large screen is
available for your multimedia presentation.

Radisson Blu Senator Hotel - The Nautilo
Our Restaurant Nautilo was completely redesigned
this year and equipped with an additional floor,
which has direct access to the meeting floor. The
Nautilo Bar integrated into the restaurant is offering
a fascinating atmosphere in an ambience based on
the underwater world.
Enjoy a lunch buffet on deck 3 or have a menu
served on deck 1 or 2 - our new restaurant offers
you many possibilities.
A special highlight is the extraordinary, colourchanging light installation in the design of 3 jellyfish
made of clear crystal beads and 100 mouth-blown
crystal beads above the Nautilo Bar.

Have we made you curious?
Our Meeting & Event Team is at your disposal for
your questions, wishes and reservations.

Telefon 0451 142 2400
E-Mail meeting.luebeck@radissonblu.com
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